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Abstract: The way cultural discourses today, as well as our theories addressing those 
discourses (and stemming from them), imagine technologized bodies and 
subjectivities is clearly influenced by William Gibson’s novel Neuromancer 
and, in particular, the term “cyberspace” that it introduced to our cultural 
vocabulary.’ This has been particularly evident in writing about the Internet. 
Gibson’s alluring fantasy of “meatless” subjects incorporated into a 
computer seems to resonate simultaneously, and powerfully, with both 
hopes and anxieties stemming from the Internet as a new medium shaping 
the public sphere. Interestingly though, and not surprisingly, considering 
how cumbersome a technology it was at the time, Gibson didn’t have the 
Internet in mind when he coined the term cyberspace. Instead, he found an 
inspiration for it in video games.
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Gibson – inspired by video games when coined the term cyberspace; “these kids clearly believed in 
the space these games projected.” p. 157 

Videogames – a paradigmatic site for producing, imagining and testing different kinds of relations 
between the body and technology in contemporary culture p. 158 

Author – argues that videogames epitomize a new cyborgian relationship with entertainment 
technologies, linking our everyday social space and computer technologies to virtual spaces and 
futuristic technologies p. 158 

Scott Bukatman – games represent the most complete symbiosis generally available between human 
and computer – a fusion of spaces, goals, options and perspectives p. 158 

Author – symbiosis between body and computer’s occurs through the corporealization of the 
experience of playing p. 158 

Author – argues that videogames anchor our experience and subjectivity firmly in the body. 
Videogames invite us to re-theorize bodily experience through the corporeal coordinates of our 
subjectivity p. 158 

Videogames – emphasize cognition, self-dissolution, addictive potential of immersion; emphasize 
tactile involvement and corporeal immersion with technology p. 159 

Erasing boundaries of the screen – occurs due to: 
• Unidirectional screen movement 
• Stimuli reaction from off-screen space 
• Detailed representational game world p. 159 

Standard solutions in 3D spaces: 
• Limitless game space 
• Choice of direction in movement  
• First person point of view 
• Movement into the depth axis of image 
• Objects moving towards player pp. 160-161 
• Player can occupy role of camera operator and character through shifting and selecting various 

points of view p. 161 

Tactile feedback – literalizes implied bodily sensations conveyed through visual / sonic effects p. 162 

What ties the body into a cybernetic loop with the computer? 
• Virtual mobility – liberation from real life spatio-temporal constraints 
• Sensory feedback 
• Incorporation of player into larger system p. 163 

“Our pleasure is based on blurring the distinction between the player and the character p. 163 

Erkki Huhtamo – subjectivity (virtual) and corporeality (physical) are not mutually exclusive but 
continuous and complementary p. 164 

Videogame Discourse – regularly interpolates us as a character in a game world, further blurring 
the distinction between us and the fictional space p. 164 

The representational presence of the body provides an ideological framework for corporeal ID and 
pleasure p. 165 

Important to Videogames – the translation of perception into bodily movement p. 164 
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